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ABSTRACT 
The inequality per( A 0 B) < per A per B is verified for nonnegative 2 X 2 and 
3 x 3 Hermitian matrices, where A 0 B is the Hadamard product of A and B. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the following all matrices are n x n Hermitian matrices which are 
positive definite or positive semidefinite. The Hadamard product A 0 B of 
two such matrices is the componentwise product, A 0 B = (aijbij). It is 
known that A 0 B is again of the same type as the matrices considered here. 
John Chollet [l] asked if there was a permanental analogue to Oppenheim’s 
inequality for determinants: is it true that 
per(AoB)<perAperB? 
He also showed that it suffices to prove only 
per( A 0 A) f (per A)‘, 
where A is the complex conjugate of A, and he concluded his article with a 
single 3 X 3 numerical example. Since no special n X n cases of this inequality 
with n > 3 seem to be known, we here establish both the easy 2 x 2 case and 
the surprisingly difficult 3 X 3 case to offer support for the conjecture that (1) 
is always true. 
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2x2 CASE 
Suppose A is a positive semidefinite (or definite) Hermitian 2 X 2 matrix, 
say 
Then 
and 
perA = d,d, + Xx 
per(A 0 A) = dfdi +(xX)‘. 
In a positive semidefinite matrix d 1, d, > 0, so (per A)’ >, per( A 0 A) is clear, 
since x3s = 1x1’ > 0. 
3x3 CASE 
Suppose now that 
A,= 
Note that 
perA, = d,d,d, per x (y ; ;J =did,dsperA, 
where A is again positive semidefinite Hermitian, and if per( A 0 A) < 
(perA)‘, then per(A, 0 A,) < (perA,)‘. Thus we only consider matrices A 
having ones down the main diagonal. 
Note that 
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We have 
perA = 1+ xi& + ?yZ + (xl2 + ly12 + 1.~1~ 
and 
(per A)2 = 1-t x2y2z2 + X2y2.Z2 + 1~1~ + (y14 + lz14 
+2(x@ + ?yyz)(l+ [Xl2 + 1y12+ IZI”) + 2~X~2~y~2~2~2 
+2( lxl2 + IY12 + lz12 + l~121Y12 + 1421~12 + IY12142). 
Interchange the underlined terms above and write 
(Xyz)“+(?yz)” = (XI@, + xyz)” - 2~42~y~2~42 
to get 
(perA) = per( A 0 A) + (xi& + Xyz)’ 
+q(1421Y12 - l~121Y12142) 
+ { (xijz + TyZ)(l+ lX12 + ly12 + lzl”) + (Xl2 + Iy12 + 1212} 
+ l42l42 + IY121421 ’ 
The principal minors of A are nonnegative, so lz12 < 1, from which it 
follows that J~j’ly)~ - ~x~2~y)2~z~2 >, 0 above. 
- - 
If x&z + ryz = 2Re(xIjz) >, 0, then all terms in (per A)2 - per( A 0 A) are 
nonnegative and the result follows. 
Suppose then that Re(xyz) < 0. Note IRe(xyz)l Q 1x1 IyJ 1~1. To bound 
1x1 Iy I IzI apply the inequality of the geometric mean and arithmetic mean to 
get 
l~121Y121~12 G 
i 
lx12 + lY12 + k12 3 
3 1. 
Expanding det A 2 0, one sees 
1 > 1+2Re(xijz) > 1~)~ + Iy12 + l.z12, 
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14 I!/1 I4 G &(W + IY12 + 142)3’2 
< ;( WI2 + IY12 + k12). 
Hence, 
[(q/z + q/2)(1+ lx12 + lY12 + k12) 1 
G WI IYI 14(1+ Id2 + IY12 + Id21 
=s $(lx12 + IY12 + M”)@> (since [xl2 + Iy12 + lz12 < 1) 
< lx12 + Iy12 + 1212. 
It follows that the term 
{ 1x12 +Iyl2 + lz12 + (g-i2 + FyZ)(l+ lx12 + Iy12 + IZI”)} 
is positive in the expression for (per A)2 - per(A 0 x). 
Since all remaining terms are nonnegative, 
(per A)2 2 per( A 0 A) 
has been verified, as required. 
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